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on my own on dust roads, at urban curbs and in colossal parking lots, the themes of Bernhard
Fuchs's colour pictures wait and rust. He writes of them, "On my bicycle tours, time and again, I
observed passenger cars, buses and vehicles that simply stood around. i believe my first
response was once to appear for the absent owners. due to the fact I infrequently observed
anyone, I stayed by myself with the situation, and a courting to those automobiles started to
improve as i wouldn't have anticipated it. The Bernhard Fuchs: Autos automobiles within the
panorama had an impression on me, just like the influence of actors on a stage, and that i
started to acquire their wit and their tragedy." Fuchs supplies the forty autos photographed
here--an Opel, a Volvo, a Skoda, Fiat, Mercedes, Ford, Mazda, VW bus--a second within the
highlight and a good-sized degree at nearly 12 x 17 inches.
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